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1 INTRODUCTION!
1.1 Document!scope!
These Guidelines are intended as an application oriented framework, addressing and supporting the
Community Resilience Manager in the process of Resilience Evaluation of the Community. It
follows and makes reference to a previous Guidelines on Critical Infrastructures Resilience
Evaluation, published by AIIC at February 20161. The Guidelines intend to be a reference document
general enough to be applied to different communities with reference to different hazards, to be
used and customized to draft community specific similar documents.
These Guidelines intends to provide a framework to address the following questions:
! To which extent the Community under evaluation is resilient?
! Why does the Community under evaluation has a certain degree of resilience?
and can be applied and customized to any type of Community.
The basic questions addressed in these Guidelines are:
Resilience of what: has to do with the definition of the community environment perimeter
including dependencies.
Resilience to what: has to do with defining man-made and natural potentially destabilizing or
disruptive events, as well as non-routine risks with small likelihood and large impacts.
Resilience for whom: has to do with defining the end-user of the results of the community
resilience evaluation, spanning from community resilience managers and decision makers to
researchers.
Aim of the Guidelines is to propose Community Resilience Indicators and Metrics, answering to the
following question:
! How can community leaders know how resilient their community is?
The question:
!

How can they know if their decisions and investments to improve resilience are making a
significant difference?

is not covered by these Guidelines .
The Guidelines takes full advantage of the following two basic principles:
! Galileo Galilei – “Measure what can be measured, and make measurable what it is not”
! Lord Kelvin – “If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it”

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2016/04/Guidelines_Critical_Infrastructures_Resilience_Evaluation.pdf
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World!at!Risk!
Today, unfortunately, Community Resilience Managers have to deal with a landscape characterized
by constantly evolving hazards, mostly due to climate change.

“We cannot eliminate disasters, but
We can mitigate risks,
We can reduce damage, and
We can save more lives”
Ban Ki-moon
Former UN Secretary General

" During 1995-2015, weather-related events accounted worldwide for 90% of total disasters,
71% of total economical losses, and 61% of lives lost2
" Climate Change may increase the frequency and consequences of such events
" Between 2010 and 2040 the number of people over 65 in less developed countries is expected
to nearly triple3
" By 2030, 60% of the world’s population will reside in cities4
" 80 % of the ten largest cities are at risk of being severely affected by an earthquake, and 60%
are vulnerable to storm surge and tsunami waves5
" Vulnerability introduced by local conditions such as poverty, government corruption, poorly
planned development, and environmental degradation are adding to the risk
6

Cost%of%Disasters %
" In the 10 years since Hurricane Katrina, the world has seen an annual average of 260 major
natural disasters, with average annual economic losses of US$ 211 billion, insured losses of
US$ 63 billion, and 76,000 lives lost
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, https://www.unisdr.org/archive/46793
U.S. National Institute on Aging, https://www.nia.nih.gov/research/publication/global-health-and-aging/humanitysaging
4
United Nations, https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2014-Highlights.pdf
5
UN-HABITAT http://mirror.unhabitat.org/categories.asp?catid=690
6
AON Report on “Annual Global Climate and Catastrophe Report”
3
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" In 2014, 72 percent of global disaster losses were caused by extreme weather events
" In 2015 the devastating Nepal earthquake resulted in close to 9000 lives lost alone
" In 2016 the central Italy earthquake resulted in close to 300 lives lost
" These figures do not include any of the many smaller-scale floods, storms, earthquakes and
other localized disasters

1.2 What!does!Community!Resilience!mean!

Figure 1. Community Functions supported by Community Infrastructures
(source NIST SP1190)

!

The Guide makes reference to the definition of Community Resilience developed by the
Community and Regional Resilience Institute (CARRI)7:
Community resilience is the capability to anticipate risk, limit impact, and bounce back rapidly
through survival, adaptability, evolution, and growth in the face of turbulent change.
This definition contains the core concepts making resilience:
• Prepare for anticipated hazards
• Adapt to changing conditions
• Withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions
and can enable communities to determine how resilient they are and to take actions to improve their
resilience.

1.3 Characteristics!of!a!Resilient!Community!

!
The six characteristics of a resilient community that emerged from the Report “Community Based
Disaster Risk Reduction Study: Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient Community” International

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

http://www.resilientus.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/definitions-of-community-resilience.pdf
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Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Geneva, 20128 are summarized below. They
are fully endorsed by AIIC.
!
A safe and resilient community...
1. …is knowledgeable and healthy. It has the ability to assess, manage and monitor its risks. It
can learn new skills and build on past experiences
2. …is organized. It has the capacity to identify problems, establish priorities and act.
3. …is connected. It has relationships with external actors who provide a wider supportive
environment, and supply goods and services when needed.
4. …has infrastructure and services. It has strong housing, transport, power, water and
sanitation systems. It has the ability to maintain, repair and renovate them.
5. …has economic opportunities. It has a diverse range of employment opportunities, income
and financial services. It is flexible, resourceful and has the capacity to accept uncertainty and
respond (proactively) to change.
6. …can manage its natural assets. It recognizes their value and has the ability to protect,
enhance and maintain them.
These characteristics recognize the importance of human health and well-being and also individual
knowledge and awareness as central to the ability of community members individually and
collectively to be able to prepare, prevent, respond to and recover from shocks and stresses.
Secondly, they acknowledge the importance of assets and access to wider resources beyond the
immediate control of the community.

1.4 Reference!Documents!and!Projects!
These Guidelines take in due considerations the results of previous activities and approaches as
described and reported in official Documents like:
Community Resilience developed by the Community and Regional Resilience Institute
(CARRI)9:
NIST Special Publication 1190 Community Resilience Planning Guide for Building and
Infrastructure Systems Volume I10
NIST Special Publication 1190 Community Resilience Planning Guide for Building and
Infrastructure Systems Volume II11
The Rockefeller Foundation/ARUP City Resilience Index – understanding and measuring city
resilience121314
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8

http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/96986/Final_Characteristics_Report.pdf!!
http://www.resilientus.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/definitions-of-community-resilience.pdf
10
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/el/resilience/NIST-SP-1190v1.pdf
11
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1190v2.pdf
12
http://www.arup.com/city_resilience_index
13
The Rockefeller Foundation “City Resilience Index” http://publications.arup.com/publications/c/city_resilience_index
14
The Rockefeller Foundation “City Resilience Framework” – November 2015http://www.100resilientcities.org/page//100rc/Blue%20City%20Resilience%20Framework%20Full%20Context%20v1_2.pdf
9
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UNISDR Working Document Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities15
IFCR Report Community Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study: Characteristics of a Safe and
Resilient Community International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Geneva,
201216
United Nation “Rule of Law Indicators”, 201117
United Nation “Prevention: an effective tool to reduce corruption” 199918
Australian Government “Evaluating crime prevention: Lessons from large-scale community
crime prevention programs” 201319
The primary purpose of the literature review was to identify a ‘long list’ of characteristics which
could be used to inform the fieldwork methodology, and be compared with the data obtained from
the fieldwork. This was not straightforward since there were significant differences in the
conceptual models, definitions and indicators in the literature which cut across a number of sectors
and scales. That is exactly the problem, “the differences in the conceptual models”.
Figure 2 represents a comparison between the model suggested by ARUP versus the model
suggested by UNISDR

ARUP City Resilience Index
Reference Guide

UNISDR Disaster Resilience
Scorecard for Cities

4$Dimensions$

10$Essen/als$

What$MaAers$

What$MaAers$

12$Goals$

31$Subjects$/$Issues$

What$MaAers$

What$MaAers$

52$Indicators$

82$Items$Measured$

What$to$Observe$

What$to$Observe$

156$Prompt$Ques/ons$

96$Indica/ve$Measurements$

How$to$Measure$

How$to$Measure$

Figure 2.Comparison between ARUP and UNISDR Models for Community Resilience Evaluation

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

http://www.unisdr.org/2014/campaign-cities/Resilience%20Scorecard%20V1.5.pdf!!
http://www.livelihoodscentre.org/-/community-based-disaster-risk-reduction-study-characteristics-of-a-safe-andresilient-community
17
http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/publications/un_rule_of_law_indicators.pdf
18
https://www.unodc.org/pdf/crime/gpacpublications/cicp2.pdf
19
http://www.aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/tandi_pdf/tandi458.pdf!!
16
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Community Resilience is also one of the hot topics of the H2020 Research Agenda. Up to the
publication of these Guidelines, at least five projects have been funded by EC:
IMPROVER http://improverproject.eu/
DARWIN http://www.h2020darwin.eu/
RESOLUTE http://www.resolute-eu.org/
RESILENS http://resilens.eu/
SMR http://smr-project.eu/home/
A past CIPS Project also of interest is:
CrisAdmin http://crisadmin.eu/
The new Italian PNR 2015-2020 is also listing Smart Communities among the key area of research
http://www.istruzione.it/allegati/2016/PNR_2015-2020.pdf
!
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PART%I:"!
Community)Resilience(Model!
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2 AIIC!Community!Resilience!Model!

!
!
AIIC Community Resilience Model is based on the following three assumptions:
! A Community is made of people, technological key infrastructures and organizations
supported and regulated by processes. Any Resilience Evaluation activity must take in
consideration all these components, including cultural background, in view to be complete
and successful. (Figure 3).

Organization

Govern
Processes

People

Uses

Technology

!

Figure 3. Basic components of a complex systems
Source: USC Marshall School of Business Institute for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection

! A Community Environment, referred in the NIST SP1190 with the term “built
environment”, is made of Community Key Infrastructures, Community Key Functions,
Community Key Organization’s Capacities. The full meaning of these three Community
Elements that contribute to Community Resilience will be given in the following sections.
Figure 420 gives a pictorial representation of the Community Elements that contribute to
Community Resilience. The built environment in any community includes its buildings and
infrastructure systems. When a hazard event occurs, damage to the built environment can
make it difficult for a community‘s institutions to function and meet members‘ needs. While
some social institutions rely more heavily on the built environment than others, there are
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20

http://cip.gmu.edu/2016/11/29/human-landscape-functional-bridge-physical-economic-social-elements-communityresilience/
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linkages between the social and built environments that need to remain strong for a
community to thrive. This Guide is based upon the foundation that the community key
functions and the community key organization’s capacities drive the requirements of the
community key infrastructures, based on their importance in supporting key functions and
key organization’s capacities in the community.
!

Figure 4. System Elements that contribute to Community Resilience

!
!
!
!

!

Source: “The Human Landscape – The Functional Bridge between the Physical, Economic, and Social Elements of
Community Resilience” The CIP Report, George mason University, November 2016

! AIIC Community Resilience Model is built by grouping all the item to be measured
(Features) with the indicative measurements (Resilience Indicators) into!four!community!
resilience! dimensions:! Technical! Dimension! (Infrastructure! &! Environment),!
Organizational!Dimension!(Leadership!&!Strategy),!Cooperative!&!Societal!Dimension!
(including! Health! &! Wellbeing),! Economic! Dimension,! and! it! is! represented! by! the!
following!Figure!5.!!
!
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Figure 5. AIIC Community Resilience Model

!
The AIIC Community Resilience Model starts from the results of the previous Working Group
“Guidelines for Critical Infrastructures Resilience Evaluation”, by introducing the concepts of
social and economic aspects as well as “dependencies, interdependencies and cascading effects”
aimed at identifying dependencies and potential cascading failures among the Infrastructures
serving the Community, through the implementation of combinations of societal, organisational and
technological resilience concepts. Its objective is to allow a territorial Community to
understand its standing towards the risk of some specific catastrophic events and its
shortcomings, should they exist.
The Model involves the following steps:
1. Identify the boundary and the constituents of the Community (Built Community
Environment)
! Identify and characterize infrastructure systems, location, and dependencies between and
among them
! Identify and characterize community facilities serving the community functions,
location, and dependencies between and among them
! Identify stakeholders key contacts/representatives for evaluation, coordination, and
decision making activities
! 14!
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! Identify and characterize functions and dependencies of social institutions, including
business, industry, and financial systems, based on individual/social needs met by these
institutions and social assets and vulnerabilities
2. Identify Catastrophic Events and their prioritization based on the possible impact on the
Community
3. Assess (perform or acquire) Resiliency of Basic Critical Infrastructures relevant to the
Community
4. Evaluate Resilience Indicators for the Community in the four dimensions of:
a. Technical
b. Cooperative & Societal
c. Economic
d. Organizational
5. Built in a Radar Chart for each Community Resilience Dimension, to get a pictorial and
immediate idea of what is weak and to compare with possible solutions
!
!
!

!
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3 Built!Community!Environment!
Foreword%
Referring to Figure 5 AIIC Community Resilience Model, in this section are defined the basic
elements making the Community Environment.

3.1 Community!Key!Functions!!
Community Functions (services) are the fabric of a community, and represent its added value to its
Citizen and Social and Business organizations. These Functions are mainly used in two dimensions:
“Cooperative and societal” and “Economic”. In many cases they are used to define Indicators with a
“bottom-up” view of the main factors of the resilience of a Community.
Law%enforcement%
Law enforcement is fundamental to maintain stability and security in a community that are essential
to resilience. Law enforcement should be a collaborative effort by government, police forces and
society. Although a critical aspect is the prevention of corruption, bribery and other “white collar
crime”, the stress of law enforcement during a catastrophic emergency is violent crime. Law
enforcement must deter crime trough a preventive and punitive approach, incorporating social
programs, an appropriate justice system, a successful police and a secure urban environment. In the
event of an emergency the security of the urban environment during the emergency relief operations
is the primary interest. For this task, also the military may be used. After the initial emergency, the
re-establishment of preventive (investigation) capabilities becomes paramount.
Social%harmonization%
Social harmonization is the result of the relationships between the individuals and the social
supports within and between communities. It comprises the themes of community connectivity,
community participation, local identity and culture, connected and integrated communities, first of
all family and kinship.
Social harmonization is based on shared belief systems. Belief Systems are set of principles that
help us to understand our everyday reality. It could be in the form of religion, political membership,
scientific theory, philosophical analysis, spirituality and so on. Belief systems are the stories we tell
ourselves to define our personal sense of reality. Every human being has a belief system that they
utilize, and it is through this mechanism that we individually, make sense" of the world around us21.
Our belief systems are reflected in our level of achievement, our fitness or the value of our
relations.
Resilient communities exhibit a strong shared belief system, which has demonstrated to be precious
in emergency and post-emergency times.
The family, with the kinship, is the basic unit of social organization, an unavoidable part of human
society. The family is a set of persons united by ties of marriage, blood or adoption forming a single
household, interacting each other in their own role; a social group with common habitation,
economic collaboration and reproduction. The kinship is the social institution that represents the
relationship by the bond of blood, marriage and includes relatives.
Community connectivity is represented by informal community networks distributing information
and resources and furnishing representation at higher level of city governance. The active
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21

J.L. Usó-Doménech and J. Nescolarde-Selva “What are belief systems?” Department of Applied Mathematics.
University of Alicante. Alicante-Spain.
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community participation in the local initiatives (e.g. health programs, social activities,
environmental improvement and community-based disaster response) develops a sense of civic
pride, ownership and responsibility. The local identity and culture are key contributors of a
flourishing cohesive community: the first is supported by people attachment to places and
traditions, the second is represented by memory of historic events, specially disasters. The
development of connected and integrated communities is favored by services that facilitate
interaction, as public spaces, recreation areas and facilities for children and the elderly. Also the
integration of the different groups promotes cohesion.
During the emergency, all services that impact less-favored categories (elders, ills, very young
people, orphans) become first priority.
Emergency%response%
Emergency response is a mix of professional services provided by institutions and voluntary
capabilities born from shared beliefs and community participation.
It is paramount that these latter are recognized, accounted for in emergency planning, trained and
coordinated by the professional services provided by Government.
Growing a local voluntary emergency response capability may be one of the best investments in
resilience for a local community.
Emergency response has usually two phases: 1) first –response intervention after the event, usually
to save lives, 2) post-event activities to bridge the post-event situation to one that, although not as
good as the initial one, is nevertheless largely acceptable.
Information%and%Knowledge%
Information and knowledge are a preventive and a reactive approach to resilience. Combined with
the education, they enable people to understand risks and adapt to change. Timely and accurate
information can help governments and service providers to take the initiatives to protect people and
property from harm. The information can help to maintain social stability and avoid civil unrest
during a disaster. It is very important that governments communicate regularly with citizens,
especially in connection with shocks and stresses. For that are important media reporting and
broadcasting of up to date information from government. Risk monitoring is an important form of
data collection that should be translated into an accurate and timely early warning and alerts. Public
awareness of hazards and risk reduction can enable communities to act properly to affront shocks
and stresses.
Livelihoods%support%
Shocks and stresses can have a strong impact on the ability to get a living and provide the essential
needs of own families. Equipping people with the tools to try to find livelihoods opportunities can
help them to adapt to change.
Typically, after a disaster the livelihoods support will aim at very basic needs, essentially equivalent
to the ones of subsidized citizens.
Since this status cannot continue for extended periods, the following activities must aim at
restarting, in the shortest possible time, a level of autonomous, self-sustaining, life.
Economic%sustainability%%
Economic sustainability extends to household level, the city level and beyond. The private sector
also must be ready to cope with calamity through risk management and business continuity plan
setting up.
! 17!
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The primary short-term focus is the re-establishment of a viable supply chain for primary staples as
food, carburant, drinking water, but immediately after, the focus shifts to the restart of all local
economic activities, returning people to their normal work routine.
This will also contribute to safeguard the wellbeing of human resources. Besides these actions are
recommended preventive interventions to acquire the integration of local economy at regional,
national and international level.
Health%management%
Management of physical and mental health is first of all a preventive approach, involving public
health education, health risk monitoring and control. Healthy people are better prepared to
withstand a crises situation, retain an employment and participate in social relationships to
overcome troubles. After e disaster, health management is mainly reactive in regards to treatment
and care, particularly to bring back health and save lives after an incident. Along casualties
treatments is very important to plan psychological interventions in favor of all people involved.
After the initial emergency, health management will mainly aim at reinstate articulate programs of
prediction, prevention, treatment and cure.
Educational%services%
The primary task of education is the transfer of knowledge, skill and values between individuals or
groups. Formal education begins in nursery school, and then continues in primary and secondary
school; it can be developed in public, private or home schools. After students can have higher
education in colleges or university. The education can go on with continuing or adult education,
special education and informal education. The area includes also research facilities public and
private. After a calamity, educational institutions are among the first services to be restarted to give
e sense of progress towards normality.
Heritage%
Especially in some areas, historic and artistic artifacts represent a value unique and non-replaceable.
After human lives, those assets may represent the highest priority for survival to a disaster in the
community.
Once survival of artifacts is guaranteed, all ensuing efforts should concentrate into making the
assets again available to fruition (e.g. re-open churches to worship, re-open museum to visitors)
Administration%
Administrative and bureaucratic practices are usually forfeited during an emergency, but become
again important in the after-emergency period, especially as a way to avoid fraud and abuse, but
also as an important reference for all kind of normality-restoration activities.
Administrative capabilities require both the availability of data records and the presence of skilled
public employees. Especially the first require specific survival techniques (disaster recovery) and
facilities.
Environmental%management%
Natural environment is fundamental to city to thrive. So it is a must for the social organizations to
have policy and activities to safeguard and improve the local ecosystem. Environmental
! 18!
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management is the result of the local government policy through the application the related
interventions by service providers and communities.
It consists of three parts: ecosystem management, environmental policy and flood risk management.
For the first part, ecosystem management, is important the education of individuals about the value
of their local environment and make the groups more confident to manage local ecosystem and
natural resources. The related actions include practical conservation activities and restoration of
degraded ecosystems. The environmental policy must be led by government and supported by
quantification and understanding of the economic profit of the environment. Specific objectives for
regulations are coastal preservation, water removal, watershed contamination, wastewater gestation
and carbon emissions. The responses to flood risk management, to avoid a critical environmental
risk, range from flood mitigation policies, river channel administration, flood coastal defenses,
storm water drainage and controls, reforestation and natural coastal protection.
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3.2 Community!Key!Infrastructures!
In this Guide, Community Key Infrastructures refer to the physical and cyber structures and
facilities (e.g., roads, water supply, sewerage, telecommunication, hospitals, buildings, energy)
needed to sustain the operation of the Community.
Each of the studies used as reference has its own list of Key Infrastructures, see Table 1 below,
although strong similarities exist. The most detailed list appears to be the one in the NIST’s study.
!
!
UNISDR Scorecard

Rockefeller Foundation Index

4.1 Protective Infrastructure
4.1 Communication

7.4.: Robust protective infrastructure
9.3: Reliable communications technology

NIST SP 1190

15.2.1. Core Infrastructure and Wireline System
15.2.2. Wireless Systems
15.2.3. Cable and Broadcast Systems
15.2.4. Emergency Communications
4.3 Electricity
1.2: Adequate energy supply
14.2.1. Electric Power
4.4 Water, sanitation
1.3: Inclusive access to safe drinking water
16.2.1. Water Infrastructure
1.4: Effective sanitation
16.2.2. Wastewater Systems
4.5 Gas (if applicable)
14.2.3. Natural Gas
14.2.2. Liquid Fuel
4.6 Transportation
9.1.: Diverse and affordable transport networks 13.2.1 – Roads, Bridges, Highways, and Road Tunnels
9.2.: Effective transport operation and
13.2.2 – Rail
13.2.3 – Air
13.2.4 – Ports, Harbors, and Waterways
13.2.5 – Pipelines
4.7 Law and Order, First responders
5. Comprehensive security and rule of law
12.2.8. Detention and Correctional Facilities
4.8 Administrative operations
12.2.1. Government Buildings
4.9 Computer systems and data
9.4: Secure technology networks
5.1 Education facilities
12.2.3. Schools and Daycare Centers
5.2 Healthcare
3.3: Emergency medical resources
12.2.2. Health Care Buildings
3.4: Effective emergency response services
6.1 Land use – effectiveness of land use zoning in7.3.:
preventing
Effectively
exposure
managed
build-up
protective ecosystems
6.2 Building codes
1.1: Safe and affordable housing
12.2.5. Residential and Hospitality Buildings
9.1 Early warning
9.4 Equipment and relief supply
14.2.4. Emergency and Standby Power
9.5 Food, shelter, staple goods and fuel supply. 1.5: Sufficient food supply
6. Sustainable economy
12.2.6. Business and Services Buildings
12.2.4. Religious and Spiritual Centers
12.2.7. Conference and Event Venues

!

Table 1. CIs comparison from different reference studies

!

As a general rule, we can say that Key Infrastructures are either
•
•

in support of a Primary Need (like water and electric power)
or
providing Key Assets to a Community Key Function

The following Critical Infrastructures (CI) are relevant to support the Primary Needs of a
Community (the list is a simplification of NIST’s):
1. Road Transportation
Roads, Bridges, Highways, Gas stations
2. Rail Transportation
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Rail tracks, Rail carriages, Rail stations, Signaling system, and Rail power lines
3. Port and Airports
Airport landing strips, Harbor Docks, Docks related equipment, Airport and Port buildings
& facilities, Radar and other Signaling & Control systems
4. Electric Production & Distribution Network
Primary and secondary transformers, Electric grid, Distribution Control system
5. Oil and Gas distribution network
Pipelines and Pumping stations, Storage facilities, Distribution Control system
6. Land Communication
Landline and Fiber Links for both voice and data, Communication Switches, Computer
systems for Management and Control
7. Wireless communication
Transmitters, Repeaters, Computer systems for Management and Control
8. Clear Water distribution
Pipelines, Pumping stations, Filtering stations, Drinking water Reservoirs, Distribution
Control system
The following Critical Infrastructures support Community Key Functions:
9. Wastewater infrastructure – supporting Environmental Management
Sewage, Filtering stations, Control system
10. Health Infrastructure – supporting Health Management
Hospitalization Capabilities,
Ambulances, Control system

Treatment

Capabilities

(surgery,

examinations….),

11. Emergency-response infrastructure – supporting Emergency Response
Firemen Stations and equipment and Substitutes (e.g. Military, Voluntary), Commercial
Heavy Equipment (Cranes, Bulldozers, Construction Trucks)
12. Public safety infrastructure – support Law Enforcement
Police Stations and Equipment and Substitutes (Military). Prisons
13. Administrative infrastructure – supporting Administration
Archives, Directories, Centers of control of potentially dangerous activities (e.g. fuelrelated), infrastructures for delivery of Social support (pensions, other social benefits)
14. Economic infrastructure – supporting Economic Sustainability
All infrastructures needed by economic Retail activities, including the ones concerning
food and fuel.
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15. Media Infrastructure – supporting Information and Knowledge
TV, Radio, Internet & Social Networks, Internet publishing
16. Cultural Heritage Preservation infrastructure– supporting Heritage
Infrastructure to protect and safeguard Historic Sites & Buildings, Museums and their
content
17. Education infrastructure– supporting Educational Services
Infrastructure that allows public usage of Historic Sites & Buildings, Museums, Schools
and Universities
18. Collective Facilities– supporting Social Cohesion
Infrastructure that support living communities (e.g. elders)
19. Private Housing – supporting Livelihood support
Family houses and condominiums
Community Infrastructures are often dependent from other infrastructures for their own operations
(e.g. Rail Infrastructures need Electric Power to work), and may become useless in case of complete
failure of another infrastructure (e.g. a Public Building in good standing may result to be of very
reduced use in case of complete interruption of Clear Water supply).
Another critical consideration is the “span of control” of the infrastructure: most CIs require that the
entire production-to-consumption chain has to be considered in a resilience evaluation, not only the
portion of infrastructure that insist within the Community borders.
In this sense, only infrastructures 16-19 (Heritage, Education, Collective Facilities, Private
Housing) are truly “local”, all the others may have elements which are key for their resilience well
outside the span of control of the Community.
The following Table 2 summarizes the most direct dependencies among infrastructures:
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Impact'to

Code
T1
T2
T3
E1
E2
C1
C2
W1
W3
H1
G1
G2
G3
P2
F2
M1
S1
S2
B1
B2

Critical'Infrastructure
T1 T2
Road%Transportation
x M
Rail%Transportation
x
Port%and%Aiports
'
Electric%production%&%distribution%network H
Pipelines%distribution%network
'
Land%communication%
' L
Wireless%communication
L
Clear%Water%distribution
Wastewater%infrastructure
Health%Infrastructure
EmergencyBresponse%infrastructure
Public%safety%infrastructure
Administrative%infrastructure
EconomicInfrastructure
H
Financial%infrastructure
Media%Infrastructure
Cultural%Heritage%preservation%infr.
Education%infrastrucure
Collective%Facilities
Private%Housing

T3
H
M
x
H
H
H
L

E1 E2 C1 C2 W1 W3 H1
L
H
M
L
x L M H H H H
H x
'
L
x H
x
H
x
H
M x H
x

L
L

G1
H
L
M
M
'
M
H
M

x
L
H

G2 G3 P2 F2
H
H
L
H
L
M
L
H H
M
H H H
M
H H
H
H

x
'

L M L
x M
x
' H x
L '

M1 S1 S2 B1 B2
H
M
H

H
'
H
'
H
H

H
H

H
H

L

H
H
M
M
H
H
L
L
L
H
H

H
H
M
M
H
H

L
H
H

x
x
x

'

x
x

!

Table 2. CIs dependencies!

In words, it shall be read as follows:
M = medium dependency
L = low dependency
H = High dependency
Other CIs failures impacting Road Transportation:
•
•

Wireless communication: Reduced capability to control traffic
Economic Infrastructure: Inability to re-supply Gas stations

Other CIs failures impacting Rail Transportation:
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Impact to loading goods on trains
Electric production & distribution network: Loss of power to electric lines
Land communication: Impacts to the Rail control systems

Other CIs failures impacting Ports & Airports:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Transport of goods and people in/out the facility
Rail Transportation: Transport of goods and people in/out the facility
Electric production & distribution network: (Long term) Power supply to buildings and
equipment
Pipelines network: Gasoline distribution to planes
Land communication: Impacts to Port/Airport control systems
Wireless communication: Impacts to ancillary mobile systems
Emergency-response infrastructure: Availability of Firemen for on-site duty
Public safety infrastructure: Availability of on-site security
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Other CIs failures impacting the Electric production & distribution network:
•
•

Pipelines distribution network: Availability of gas for electricity production
Land communication: Impacts on Control systems

Other CIs failures impacting the Pipelines network:
•

Electric production & distribution network: Lack of power for pumping equipment

Other CIs failures impacting Landline Communication:
•

Electric production & distribution network: Availability of power for comm. Equipment

Other CIs failures impacting Wireless Communication:
•
•

Electric production & distribution network: Power for transmitters and repeaters
Landline communication: Inter-cell communication

Other CIs failures impacting Clear Water Distribution:
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Ability to perform emergency water distribution by tankers
Electric production & distribution network: Lack of power for pumping stations
Wastewater Infrastructure: possible pollution of clear water

Other CIs failures impacting Wastewater Infrastructure:
•

Electric production & distribution network: Lack of power for pumping stations

Other CIs failures impacting Health Infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Blocks/delays for ambulance service
Rail Transportation: Impact to the ability to perform mass evacuation, if needed
Port and Airports: Arrival of critical emergency supplies
Electric production & distribution network: Lack of power for medical equipment
Wireless communication: Impacts to emergency coordination via mobile
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Lack of drinking water for patients
Wastewater infrastructure: Difficult sanitary water disposal
Economic infrastructure: Ability to re-supply food and drugs

Other CIs failures impacting Emergency Response Infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Roads open to emergency equipment
Rail Transportation: Ability to send Emergency equipment by train
Port and Airports: Ability to send Emergency equipment by plane/ships
Electric production & distribution network: Power after initial autonomy (i.e. generators) is
exhausted
Land communication: Need for Coordination of activities
Wireless communication: Coordination of mobile teams
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Drinking water for emergency teams (after initial
supply is exhausted)
Public safety infrastructure: Ability to Protect emergency teams in case of riots

Other CIs failures impacting Public Safety Infrastructure:
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•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Roads open for police intervention
Rail Transportation: Military equipment transportation
Port and Airports: Military equipment transportation
Electric production & distribution network: Power after initial autonomy (generators) is
exhausted
Wireless communication: Coordination of mobile teams

Other CIs failures impacting Administrative infrastructure:
•
•
•

Land communication: Inter/Intra-office communication
Public safety infrastructure: Protection of Government Offices
Media infrastructure: Diffusion of emergency directives

Other CIs failures impacting Economic Infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Roads open for trucks moving goods
Rail Transportation: Goods delivery by train
Port and Airports:
Special goods delivery by ships/planes
Electric production & distribution network: Power for production factories
Pipelines distribution network: Gas for production factories
Land communication: All types of business communication
Wireless communication: All types of business mobile communication
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Drinking and production water to factories
Wastewater infrastructure: Sewage for factories
Public safety infrastructure : Protection of factories against riots
Administrative infrastructure: Authorizations
Financial infrastructures: Payments, Availability of Credit

Other CIs failures impacting Media infrastructure:
•
•
•

Electric production & distribution network: Power for computers
Land communication: Computer and business communication
Wireless Communication: Use of social mobile services

Other CIs failures impacting Heritage Preservation Infrastructure:
•
•

Emergency-response infrastructure: Emergency preservation/transfer activities
Public safety infrastructure : Valuables protection

Other CIs failures impacting Education Infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Transportation: Free movement of people to cultural sites
Rail Transportation: Free movement of people to cultural sites
Electric production & distribution network: Power for education facilities
Land communication: Availability of internet
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Availability of drinking water to students and visitors
Wastewater infrastructure: Sewage
Public safety infrastructure: Protection

Other CIs failures impacting Collective Facilities:
•

Electric production & distribution network: Power
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pipelines distribution network: Cooking gas
Land communication: Internet
Wireless communication: Mobile phones
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Drinking water
Wastewater infrastructure: Sewage
Emergency-response infrastructure: Emergency support for non-autonomous
Public safety infrastructure : Police and pillage protection
Administrative infrastructure: Authorizations
Economic infrastructure: Delivery of essential goods, Employment
Financial infrastructure: Payments, Credit

Other CIs failures impacting Private Housing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric production & distribution network: Power
Pipelines distribution network: Cooking gas
Land communication: Internet
Wireless communication: Mobile phones
Clear Water reservoir & distribution: Drinking water
Wastewater disposal: Sewage
Emergency-response infrastructure: House stability check
Public safety infrastructure : Police and pillage protection
Administrative infrastructure: Authorizations
Economic infrastructure: Delivery of essential goods, Employment
Financial infrastructures: Payments, Credit
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3.3 Community!Key!Organization’s!Capacities!!
A critical success factor to set up Community resilience is Capacity Building.
Capacity building may be defined as the structured process of improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of an organization to achieve its purpose and provide quality services by
strengthening its organizational and technical abilities.22
According to The Global Development Research Center 23 Capacity Building includes, among
others, the following:
•

•

•

human resource development, the process of equipping individuals with the understanding,
skills and access to information, knowledge and training that enables them to perform
effectively;
organizational development, the elaboration of management structures, processes and
procedures, not only within organizations but also the management of relationships between
the different organizations and sectors (public, private and community);
institutional and legal framework development, making legal and regulatory changes to
enable organizations, institutions and agencies at all levels and in all sectors to enhance
their capacities.

The aptitude of a Community of being resilient, that is to ensure the ability to prevent, absorb,
adapt, and recover from the consequences of disruptive events, involves a specific capacity building
process. This means develop the ability to set the resilience objectives envisaged for the
Community, develop risk based action-plans to reach those objectives, define clear and effective
policies and regulations, allocate properly roles, competences, technical and financial resources,
design effective processes and procedures, manage appropriately people providing them
knowledge, competences and the necessary skills to perform effectively their duties and being able
to manage, continually improve, and promptly reconfigure the entirety of the above mentioned
organizational assets, when and as necessary.
In this sense, we identify the following four main capacities, that a community should develop and
maintain
1.
2.
3.
4.

Effective Leadership and Management
Empowered stakeholders
Integrated development planning
Management System

The first three capacities are based on the goals of the Leadership and Strategy dimension of the
ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation model24 well characterizing the key organisational capacities of a
resilient Community and the fourth one is related to set-up and develop the Resilience Management
System. This capacity complete and integrates the previous three giving a “systemic posture” to the
Community in pursuing his resilience objectives.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!The
23

Essential NGO Guide to Managing Your USAID Award - Chapter 7 - Organizational Capacity
The Global Development Research Center -Urban Capacity Building Network
https://www.gdrc.org/uem/capacity-define.html
24
City Resilience Index - The Rockefeller Foundation - ARUP
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Effective%leadership%and%management%%
Leadership and management involves the overall guidance of the community providing a shared
vision of the resilience objectives, coordination and control of the overall community effort towards
the resilience objectives. Adapting the ARUP “urban” model to a generic “Community” this
Capacity implies:
•
•
•
•
•

transparent, inclusive and integrated government decision-making and leadership;
integrated and flexible communication and collaboration between city, state and national
government;
inclusive and constructive collaboration between all actors involved in city decision-making;
effective systems to monitor potential hazards and assess risk;
city leadership that has sufficient capacity and flexibility to effectively manage emergencies.

Empowered%stakeholders%%
The ARUP model for cities explicitly addresses the importance of stakeholders’ awareness on
resilience issues:
“Individuals and communities that know what to do during unexpected events are invaluable assets
to a city. The provision of early warnings and access to education, information and knowledge
empowers citizens and gives them the tools to take appropriate decisions in the face of shocks and
stresses. As a consequence, urban stakeholders are better positioned to act, learn, and adapt”
Hence, in order to empower stakeholders a Community shall provide:
•
•
•

affordable, quality education for all;
inclusive efforts to build public awareness of risks;
inclusive, integrated and transparent mechanisms for communication and coordination
between the city government and citizens.

Integrated%development%planning%%
For a city, as any Community, the capacity to develop plans in order to enhance his posture on
resilience is a cornerstone activity and the specific issue of appropriate regulations and programs on
land use is crucial.
In this sense is necessary to envisage:
•
•
•
•

regular monitoring and analysis of relevant data undertaken to inform city planning and
strategies;
transparent and inclusive process to develop planning policies and strategies;
integrated and flexible land use and zoning plans that ensure appropriate development of the
city;
transparent, robust planning approval mechanisms, consistent with planning policy and
strategy.

Management%system%%%
To deploy and continually improve its resilience a Community may find a unique advantage putting
in place a Resilience Management System. This capacity is based on the ISO proposal for
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management system standards “High Level Structure”25. ISO defines a Management System “a
set of interrelated or interacting elements of an organization to establish policies and objectives
and processes to achieve those objectives” 26.
Setting up a management system means consider some cornerstone activities that a Community
needs to put in place in order to set up, perform, control and improve the overall organizational
effort to achieve his resilience objectives, such as, among others:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Community shall analyse and deep understand the characteristics of his internal and
external context;
the competent institutions and Community’s top management shall demonstrate leadership
to allow the Community to reach the desired level of resilience;
the Community needs to address risk and opportunities to reach resilience and adopt a robust
planning process;
the community shall support the planned actions, providing all the necessary resources to
the reach the objectives;
the Community shall guarantee the quality of the operation in terms of control and review
of the planned actions;
The community shall pursue the performance evaluation and improvement of his effort to
reach resilience

!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!ISO/IEC

Directives, Part 1. Consolidated ISO Supplement 2015 —Procedures specific to ISO- Annex SL- Proposals
for management system standards - Appendix 2- High level structure, identical core text, common terms and core
definitions
26!See above!
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3.4 Built!Community!Resilience!Indicators!and!Metrics!
Based on AIIC Community Resilience Model (chapter 2) and AIIC Guidelines for Critical
Infrastructures Resilience Evaluation (2016) the following Tree Model has been adopted for the
definition of Resilience Indicators and Metrics
!
!
Transport"
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Figure 6. AIIC Community Resilience Tree

!

- 4 Dimensions, 34 Features, and 77 Resilience Indicators that contribute to the Community Resilience
Evaluation -
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Figures 7 and 8 represent a similar Community Resilience Tree respectively derived from the model
suggested by ARUP and the model suggested by UNISDR
!

!
!
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Figure 7. ARUP Community Resilience Tree

!

-! 4 resilience dimensions, 12 resilience goals, 52 resilience indicators, 156 Questions that contribute to the
Community
Resilience (from “Inside the CRI Reference Guide - March 2016”) !

!!

!
!
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Figure 8. UNISDR Community Resilience Tree

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

- 10 Essentials, 31 Subjects / Issues, 82 Item Measured, 96 Indicative Measures that contribute to the
Community Resilience (from “UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities - March 2014”) -

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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The following Table 3nmakes a comparison among the different models, UNISDR, ARUP, AIIC

!
UNISDR
Essentials contributing to make a
Community Resilient

ARUP Rockefeller
Dimensions contributing
to make a Community
Resilient

AIIC
Dimensions contributing
to make a Community
Resilient

Essential 7. Build Public Awareness
and Capacity

Health & Wellbeing

Cooperative & Societal

Essential 8. Enhance and Protect
Ecosystem Services
Essential 9. Create Warning Systems
and Rehearse Preparedness
Essential 4. Make Critical Infrastructure Infrastructures &
Disaster Resilient
Environment

Technical

Essential 5. Make Education &
Healthcare Infrastructure Disaster
Resilient
Essential 6. Apply Risk-Aware
Planning, Land Use and Building
Codes
Essential 10. Learn and Build Back
Better

Economy & Society

Economic

Essential 1. Engage, Share
Understanding and Coordinate

Leadership & Strategy

Organizational

Essential 2. Create Financing and
Incentives
Essential 3. Identify and Understand
Perils, Probabilities and Impacts
Table 3. Comparison among the different models, UNISDR, ARUP, AIIC

!
!
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3.5 Comparing!Resilience!Indicators!and!Metrics!

The!overall!issue!of!Resilience!Evaluation!can!be!split!into!two!subUproblems:!!
!
What%is%being%evaluated%%%
This!issue!is!addressed!by!the!present!Guidelines!by!introducing!in!Part!II!a!set!(to!be!
customized!and!completed!for!each!specific!Community)!of!Resilience!Indicators!Cards!to!
answer!to!the!questions!of!Figure!9!
WHAT IS BEING EVALUATED?
How many dimensions does the evaluation include?
According to AIIC Model, the following dimensions have been selected: Technical (Physical, Logical),
Societal, Organizational, Economic, but resilience dimensions may be much more, depending from the target
end-user (among others, Political, Institutional, Environmental, ……..)

How many features does the evaluation include?
According to AIIC Model, 34 Features have been selected, which are directly descending from the definition
of community resilience we have adopted.

What is the reference hazard for the evaluation ?
Defining the reference hazard against which we wish to evaluate the community resilience.

Resilience Indicator(s) characterizing the community under analysis?
Resilience!features!of!the!community!subject!of!evaluation.!An!indicator!is!a!quantified!property!that!
not!necessarily!requires!measurement.!An!example!is!the!“competent!policing”,!it!is!quantified!from!
the!directive!in!place!and!does!not!need!to!be!measured!nor!is!it!timeUdependent!(unless!the!directives!
are!changed!of!course).!!

Is the evaluation inductive or deductive?
Both approaches are used:
(1) The ‘inductive’ approach, whereby one establishes a set of characteristics (‘inductive’) which are judged
to be relevant to resilience, and attempts to quantify these (e.g. all the “key infrastructures” properties);
(2) The ‘deductive’ approach, where independent measurements are used, (e.g. educational performance
indicators)

Is the evaluation standardized or tailored to the context?
A standardized set of indicators will be completed by selected context-specific ones. Thus, the generic
approach can be used in any specific context. (Standard metrics are general enough to permit comparison of
different communities, context-specific metrics are tailored to specific communities.)
Figure 9. What is being evaluated

Evaluation%mechanism%
The!evaluation!process!assumes!the!usage!of!the!Resilience!Indicator!cards!suggested!in!Part!
II,!in!the!pertinent!dimension!and!feature,!in!order!to!estimate!to!which!extent!each!indicator!
suggestions!are!implemented!for!the!community!under!evaluation.!!
Such!issue!may!be!addressed!in!various!ways!(qualitative,!quantitative,!semi!quantitative!etc.)!
and!with!various!degree!of!complexity.!In!addition,!the!problem!of!correlation!among!various!
indicators!exists.!
!
Resilience in absolute terms has little value, much better is comparing values among different
engineering, social, organisational and economic solutions, for example by representing the results
on a radar chart. For example, we could have radar charts based on the same indicators
characterizing the same dimension but for different Communities, see Figure 10, with each spoke
representing one of the resilience indicators.
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The data length of a spoke is proportional to the magnitude of the resilience indicator for the data
point relative to the maximum magnitude of the variable across all data points. Normally are
assumed values in the interval 1 to 5. A line is drawn connecting the data values for each spoke.!!
!
!
AREA!

!
Figure 10. Comparing inductive resilience indicators associated to the same resilience dimension but for different
Communities

The! resilience! associated! to! a! resilience! dimension! at! a! defined! level! of! granularity! may! be!
estimated! by! the! area! defined! from! the! values! on! the! radar! chart,! allowing! a! comparison!
among!different!charts!referring!to!the!same!dimension!but!for!different!Communities.
The Challenge: data emanating from the four dimensions have to be correlated and a composed
value of resilience for the overall Community inferred using tailored composing algorithm account
for the dependency level between the resilience of the different dimensions and layers.
RCOMMUNITY = f (RTECH, RSOCI, RORGA, RECON)
The exact meaning of function f has to be determined at different levels of granularity (single
key infrastructure, single key function, community). A relative weight is assigned to each factor
that contributes to the Resilience at different levels of abstraction. This issue is not addressed by the
present Guidelines.

!
!

!

!

!
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PART%II!
Community)Resilience(Indicators(!
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4 Explaining!resilience!indicators!
As stated in Part I (chapter 2), Resilience Indicators are quantified properties of the dimensions, and
features characterizing the community subject to evaluation. Evaluating the resilience indicators
means to evaluate the adoption of resilience solutions at the bottom level of the implementation
used to implement features, acting in the four dimensions, with the goal to build a more resilient
community. Resilience indicators are the basic tools for the evaluation process.
In this second part of the document, Resilience Indicators are edited in cards sharing a common
template whose components are hereunder explained. Such cards are grouped in each of the four
dimensions referred in the general model (Part I). During the evaluation process, each card can be
customized and eventually applied to the Community subject to evaluation. If needed, additional
Resilience Indicators can be defined by the Community Resilience Manager. The number and the
type of RIs used for the Resilience Evaluation of a specific Community will very much depend
from the type of Community, as defined during the phase indicated by the name “community
built”, see Part I. The evaluation criteria supporting each RI must be clear and defendable.
These Guidelines propose a Template to answer to the question “What is being evaluated?”. The
Template shall be used to define specific Resilience Indicators and is general enough to be adapted
case by case to the resilience dimensions and features of the community under evaluation (see Fig.
11). In this Part II of the Guidelines are defined several examples of generic Resilience Indicators.
Community Resilience Dimension

Community Resilience Feature

Community Resilience Indicator Name

Description

Description of the specific Community Resilience Indicator for the goal /
subject under assessment

Scenario Relevance

Relevance for the specific scenarios (earthquake, windstorm, flooding,
tsunami, etc.);

Evaluation method(s)

Method used for ranking the specific community resilience indicator, based on
“prompt questions” formulated by the expert in charge for the resilience
evaluation
A numerical value between 1 and 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation, adopting the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model
Integration) levels indicator
For more details and information

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

Figure 11. Template for AIIC Resilience Indicator Cards

To attribute the Indicator’s score to each RI it’s adopted the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model
Integration) levels indicator scale, see Figure 12
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Figure 12. Capability Maturity Model Integration levels indicators
(source:!ISACAUCMMI!Maturity!Levels)!

As stated in Part I, the purpose of the present document is focused on defining a significant number
of resilience indicator cards to be selected and customized for the specific application community.
How to compose the quantified resilience indicators in a unique Resilience Index characterizing the
overall Community is not covered by the present state of the art and shall be the target of a future
research work and/or project.
This proposed “Card-driven approach” seems to be useful for the following reasons:
a) is a “solid” and manageable representation of recommended quantification of the resilience of a
community, available for analysts in charge of fostering resilience level of the Community they
are in charge for;
b) is a good representation of resilience quantification in view to set up an automated database
capable of providing support to a future software application;
c) is a valuable starting point to specialize tables and database for specific Community.
Figures 13 and 14 reports Templates for Resilience Indicator Cards derived for the ARUP Model
and for the UNISDR Model. The reason why AIIC has been suggesting a new and slightly different
Template is in the usability and coherence to the AIIC Model.
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Figure 13. Example of ARUP Template
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!

Figure 14. Example of UNISDR Template!

!
!
Resilience Indicator Cards showed in the following sections of this Part II have to be intended as an
initial even if significant part of a more complete “Thesaurus” to which everybody seriously
interested in this area may contribute addressing his or her proposals to the editors.

!

!
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5 Community!Technical!Dimension!Resilience!Indicators!
Foreword%
The Resilience Indicators for the Technical Dimension are the way for the Assessor to evaluate the
status of the Resilience of each of the Critical Infrastructures listed in Section 3.2 of Part I.
The evaluation is done assessing an “indicator parameter”, one for each Critical Infrastructure –CI,
that is representative of the preparedness of the CI in the occurrence of one of the Catastrophic
Events prioritized in the Resilience Model (natural or human-made).
As mentioned before, Critical Infrastructures are either
•
•

in support of a Primary Need (like water and electric power)
or
providing Key Assets to a Community Key Function

In some instances, the infrastructure will have a prior resilience assessment done by the provider of
the specific service.
In case this assessment is not available, the Community Resilience Assessor should evaluate the
effectiveness of the disaster resilience plans for this infrastructure system vs. characteristics of the
location, relationships between critical assets, the population they serve, and any documentation
that may predict the damage that can be expected from the emergency scenario under consideration.
The evaluation of the Resilience Indicator itself is subjective, i.e. based on the experience and
knowledge of the Assessor, who is also responsible to factor in the evaluation inter-infrastructure
dependencies, using the Table 2 of Section 3.2 provided as a guideline.
The expectation of severe impacts from the unavailability of other infrastructures which are a
dependency for the one under evaluation (e.g. a “brittle” road network which is likely to fail under
emergency, will expose to failure also the emergency-response infrastructure) will result in a lower
RI for the infrastructure under consideration.
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Road Transportation
Road!–!service!from!road!system!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Loss of service on critical access and evacuation routes
Loss of service refers to general road mobility. It primarily refers
to damage to road surfaces or bridges and tunnels, or from fallen
debris from buildings, cliffs etc.
It should if possible also include an estimate of the likely impact
of traffic gridlock on access or evacuation rates.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. bridges and/or
tunnels on major roads) built for survivability and supported by backup
alternatives (alternate routes)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.6.2

!
!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Rail Transportation
Rail/metro!–!service!from!rail!system!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Electrified rail lines are susceptible to energy outages; and diesel
lines are susceptible to fuel shortages.
If no rail lines, omit this assessment.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. bridges and/or
tunnels on major lines) built for survivability and supported by backup
alternatives (alternate lines)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.6.3

!
!
!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Port/Airport Transportation
Port!loss!factor!
Description

If no airport, omit this assessment.
If multiple port/airports, combine capacities and scores. Airports
should be capable of admitting commercial airliners or military
transport aircraft - omit minor airfields.
Ports should be capable of admitting commercial ships or military
transport vessels - omit fishing/tourist ports.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. landing strips)
built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
runways)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. constrained access roads), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.6.4/5

!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Electric Production & Distribution Network
Electric!service!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Loss of service refers to service from the main electricity supply.
It excludes the use of back up generators.
Loss of service should be assessed relative to the “normal” state:
! If “normal” service is electricity 24 hours a day then loss
of service is anything that reduces this;
! If “normal” service is electricity for less than 24 hours per
day, then loss of service is anything that reduces this still
further.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. power voltage
transformers) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate lines)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.3.1

!

!
!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Oil and Gas distribution network
Gas!service!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Loss of service refers to those customer premises where mains
(piped) gas is available.
If the main form of gas supply is bottles, this may prove more
disaster-resilient than a piped (mains) supply. Bottled gas is dealt
with under supply chain.
“Loss of service” needs to be assessed relative to the “normal”
state – for example, a significant drop in gas pressure relative to
normal levels

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. pumping
stations) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.5.2

!

!
!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Land Communication
Communication!service!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Communications are arguably the most critical infrastructure of
all, because all other infrastructures (as well as factors such as
emergency response and public awareness) are likely to depend
on them.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. main
communication cables) built for survivability and supported by backup
alternatives (alternate cabling)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.2.1

!
!
!
!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Wireless communication
Cells!days!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Communications are arguably the most critical infrastructure of
all, because all other infrastructures (as well as factors such as
emergency response and public awareness) are likely to depend
on them.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. repeaters) built
for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate coverage)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.2.1

!

!
!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Clear Water distribution
Water!service!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Loss of service refers to service from the main water system for
the neighborhood or city, if present.
If the main supply is a localized water supply (eg well), this may
in fact prove more disaster- resilient than a city-wide system.
Loss of service needs to be assessed relative to the “normal”
state. For example:
! If “normal” service is potable running water in every
house, 24 hours a day - then loss of service needs to be
assessed as the removal or diminution of this service;
! If “normal” is running water for washing but not
drinking, 24 hours a day - then loss should be assessed
relative to this;
! If “normal” is either of the above but only for some
hours a day, then the loss is relative to the “normal”
number of hours – ie, where user accounts have even
fewer hours a day of availability until service is restored;

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. pumping
stations) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.4.1
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension

Wastewater infrastructure – supporting Environmental Management
Wastewater!service!at!risk!of!loss!
Description

Loss of service refers to service from the sanitation system for the
neighborhood or city, if present. It excludes the use of back up
supplies or portable sanitation systems, but it includes:
- Levees and flood barriers;
- Flood basins;
- Sea walls (where used);
- Storm drains;
If the main supply is a localized sanitation system (eg septic
tank), this may in fact prove more disaster- resilient than a citywide system.
! If “normal” is standpipes or communal toilets, then loss
is relative to this - the loss factor will be calculated by
reference to the estimated numbers of households using
the standpipes or communal toilets affected.
! If “normal” for a neighborhood includes no sanitation at
all, then focus on water alone and score that.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. main pipes)
built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate pipes)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.4.1
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Health Infrastructure – supporting Health Management
Structural!safety!and!disaster!resilience!of!health!care!and!emergency!
facilities!
Description

Healthcare may continue to be provided at the original facilities if
they are sufficiently disaster resilient, or in designated alternative
facilities (although moving patients is usually undesirable and the
feasibility of this after a disaster needs to be considered).

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. surgery rooms)
built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will further
lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 5.2.1

!
!
!

!

!
!
!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Emergency-response infrastructure – supporting Emergency Response
Protection!of!critical!first!response!assets.!

Scenario Relevance

Critical responder assets include such items as:
- Vehicles (fire-fighting, ambulances vehicles)
- Helicopters and aircraft
- Emergency food and first aid stocks/supplies;
- Shelters;
- Back-up generators;
- Rescue equipment;
- Bulldozers, excavators, debris trucks (may be
supplied by private organizations);
- Local emergency response IT systems, hand-held
devices.
- Communications systems
- Operations centers
- Key buildings;
- Critical IT systems.
Service may be provided either from the asset itself or via a
designated alternative/back-up.
Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. operation
centers) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?
Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.7.1
!

!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Public safety infrastructure – support Law Enforcement
Protection!of!critical!law!&!order!assets!

Scenario Relevance

Critical law & order assets include such items as:
- Vehicles (police vehicles)
- Helicopters and aircraft
- Prisons
- Police Stations
- (Communications systems)
- (Operations centers)
- (Critical IT systems)
Service may be provided either from the asset itself or via a
designated alternative/back-up (e.g. military).
Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. detention
facilities) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?
Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.7.1

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Administrative infrastructure – supporting Administration
Assurance!of!continuity!of!all!critical!administration!functions!

Scenario Relevance

Critical administration functions will include those that directly
affect the well being of the public or individuals. For example:
- Payment of food-stamps or unemployment benefit;
- Housing offices;
- Reporting of damage after the disaster;
- Trash collection and disposal (impacts from road closures are
covered above). (Healthcare and education). Critical IT
systems – see below) The assessment of disruption is
intended to apply at the neighborhood level, for example
with closure of or damage to neighborhood offices.
Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. computer
datacenters) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?
Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities 4.8.1
!

!

!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Economic Infrastructure – supporting Economic Sustainability
Keep!Cash!availability!
Description

From day 1 people will be a need to get fresh cash either from
ATM or from bank offices. Cash will be required short after any
catastrophic event, as soon as an economic capability (e.g. shops)
becomes available again.

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. computer
datacenters) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
After UNISDR 9.5.4

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Media Infrastructure – supporting Information and Knowledge
Keep!Radio!and!TV!active!
Description

The re-establishment of online broadcast communication is
essential from the emergency occurrence to communicate
information and instructions to the people involved

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. transmitters)
built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
equipment)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. mountains), which will make restoration of normal operations
difficult?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR 4.2.1

!
!
!
!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Cultural Heritage preservation infrastructure– supporting Heritage
Safeguard!of!Artistic!and!Historic!Items!
Description

Artistic and Historic Items are usually non-replaceable and can be
restored only with considerable expenses

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. museum vaults)
built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives (alternate
facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
None

!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Education infrastructure– supporting Educational Services
Restart!of!educational!activities!
Description

After the initial emergency, restarting of all form of educational
activities is an important message of “normality”

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. school’s
buildings) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, mountains, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
After UNISDR 5.1

!
!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Collective Facilities– supporting Social Cohesion
Availability!of!Community!Services!
Description

Usually Community Services are targeted to less-favored
categories, which are therefore more severely impacted by the
disruption of infrastructures that follows an emergency

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are system components of this infrastructure technologically
up-to-date and designed to behave in a resilient manner?
To what extent are critical elements of this infrastructure (e.g. retirement
houses for elders) built for survivability and supported by backup alternatives
(alternate facilities)?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly re-establish service to
users after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of this infrastructure constrained by natural
factors (e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal
operations difficult?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
After UNISDR 5.1

!
!
!
!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Technical Dimension
Private Housing – supporting Livelihood support
Damage!to!private!housing!
Description

All types of damage to private housing that make them unusable

Scenario Relevance

Most emergency scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent are houses technologically up-to-date and designed to behave
in a resilient manner?
To what extent are plans and assets in place to quickly control the houses
viability after a major disaster?
To what extent is the topology of the community constrained by natural factors
(e.g. distance, roads, etc.), which will make restoration of normal conditions
difficult?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high). It is expected that a lower RI
for infrastructures which are a dependency to this one, will
further lower the RI score of this infrastructure.
UNISDR 6.1.3

!

!

!
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6 Community!Cooperative!and!Societal!Dimension!Resilience!
Indicators"
Foreword%%
The definition of boundaries of the Societal dimension is quite difficult because it reflects the
variety of human and political organizations. It is a shared consensus that a “highly cohesive “
community is more resilient, but definition of parameters for community cohesion is not unique.
Despite this uncertainty we have tried to focus on aspects relevant to prevention, preparedness and
management of disasters in the sense previously defined. We have also tried to avoid “pure
political” issues as much as possible but we are aware that societal dimension is also politics.
The extensive study known as City Resilience Index (CRI) made by ARUP on behalf of Rockefeller
Foundation is particularly focused on societal aspects and their relation with the resilience of a
community (in their case a city). We have tried to synthesize and make more easily applicable their
complex and complete approach on the assumption that resilience is a characteristic very useful for
a community of every size. Small communities are usually understaffed and do not have the
resources to hire specialized teams, on the contrary they do not need a very complex and articulate
approach to resilience and can use a reduced set of instruments. For large communities our
approach can also be useful to have a first evaluation of the most relevant indicators that contribute
to resilience and the gaps to a sufficient condition.
Other studies have been considered for educational and law enforcement: namely those of
International Federation of Red Cross and RED Crescent (IFRC), National Institute for Standard
and Technology (NIST) and the United Nation International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
(UNISDR) and two more studies of the United nations on the role of law and the prevention of the
corruption.
Citation of the heritage and culture appears in CRI linked to societal aspects and heritage includes
religion, languages and tradition but we have limited our focus on historic and artistic artifacts,
sites, etc.
Part of the indicators that have been specified includes aspects that are more concerned of
improvement of the daily life on the assumption that a good wellbeing is relevant to build a
cohesive community and consequently this cohesion will help when an emergency or a disaster hits;
other indicators are more focused on resilience to disruption.
For the sake of clarity, sometimes we have affixed a specification, namely an Objective, to the
Community Key Functions defined in Chapter 3.1. This addition does not imply that no others
objectives can be specified for each Function but only that we consider these specifications relevant
for the resilience evaluation. More than one Function and Objective can be specified for an RI; we
have adopted the notation Function(s)/Objective(s). In the societal dimension we have considered
indicators related to the following Community Key Functions and Objectives:
• Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
• Livelihood support/Livelihood and Employment
• Emergency response
• Health management/ Effective safeguards to human health and life
• Social harmonization/ Collective identity and community support
• Law enforcement/ Comprehensive security and rule of law
• Educational services/ Comprehensive educational services
• Educational services/ Comprehensive prevention programmes
• Information and Knowledge
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•
•
•

Heritage
Administration
Environment management

Every community has to select its set of indicators, there are many indicators that are generally
applicable but resilience cannot be generalized. A possible approach to the choice of the indicators
useful for a particular community starts from the risk analysis and then proceeds to elicit the aspects
that are relevant in case of possible emergencies, prioritization is also an important and difficult
task. A long term vision is desirable but if it is not present a short program of study and
intervention is much better than none.
We have included education as a part of the societal dimension, this community function is not
generally considered as contribution to the resilience of a community. Present experience of Italy’s
earthquake (2016) states that schools and education are very important in the phase of recovery and
reconstruction and are seen as “visible signs” of a live community. Information and Knowledge
Community functions are also included in the societal dimension often in conjunction with
education due to the need of improving awareness, preparedness, reaction time for the general
public and the most vulnerable subjects e.g. children and elders.
In the definition of the indicators we have used all the relevant material from the available studies,
some aspects are covered by most of them, like education even if with different depth. It is our
opinion that to cope with such a complex task as Community resilience there is not a single better
recipe but all contributions can be helpful and must be considered.
There is one Community function that seems receiving very partial coverage from previous studies
(only CRI in conjunction to societal cohesion): heritage, i.e. cultural sites, monuments, museums,
etc. It is very important in many countries also in the not developed ones, e.g. the devastating
earthquake in Nepal, because it impacts on the Community identity and also on the economics of
the place. We have chosen to cover this aspect in the societal dimension because cultural heritage is
a relevant part of a Community identity and prevention, preparedness and recovery activities for
cultural assets contribute to strengthen the links among the members of a community. Heritage has
also some economic aspects but we consider these characteristics included in the indicators of the
business activities (hotels, tour operators, etc.). One possible parameter could have been the
economic value of the assets, but this figure is often impossible to identify and calculate because in
many cases the assets cannot be replaced (e.g. paintings, statues, books, etc.) or rebuilt at an
estimable cost (historical sites or cities, churches, mosques, etc.). In any case the value of an asset
seems not relevant as in indicator for the resilience which is mostly focused on safety and wellbeing
of people, consequently we have chosen not to include it in our proposal.
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
Safe!housing!

Description

This indicator looks at the affordability of safe housing for all
community residents, especially in case of disaster-like event.

Scenario Relevance

Relevant for all disaster scenarios (earthquake, windstorm,
flooding, tsunami, etc.);
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent does the community have an adequate supply of safe housing?
To what extent are there mechanisms in place for effective planning for
emergency shelter and temporary housing?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 1.1

!
!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
Adequate!energy!supply!

Description

This indicator looks at an adequate supply of essential energy
services to a community’s whole population every day, including
during times of disruption, to ensure everyone’s basic needs are
met. The focus is not on IC but on the households, consequently
on the distribution networks.

Scenario Relevance

Most of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent is there a reliable distribution of electricity and fuels to
households?
To what extent are there mechanisms in place for effective alternative (backup) energy supplies for households?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 1.2

!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
Access!to!drinking!water!

Description

This indicator assesses the availability and adequacy of drinking
water supply for all Community residents at the household level
every day and in case of disaster.

Scenario Relevance

Most of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent is there a safe, reliable and affordable distribution of potable
water to households across the Community?
To what extent is there effective planning for alternative (back-up) water
supplies?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 1.3

!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
Sanitation!

Description

This indicator assesses the effectiveness of sanitation services to
operate every day and in case of disruptive event at household
level

Scenario Relevance

Most of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is there currently safe, reliable and effective sanitation
provided to all areas of the Community?
To what extent is there an emergency plan in the event that the sanitation
system is disrupted and/or there is a surge in wastewater requiring treatment?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 1.4

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health Management/Minimal Human Vulnerability
Adequate!food!supply!

Description

This indicator assesses the adequacy of food supply for the needs
of the population at household level.

Scenario Relevance

Most of disaster scenarios including those involving areas where
imported food supplies are originated or transit
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!
!

To what extent are adequate food supplies available for all households?
To what extent are there adequate food supplies that are geographically
accessible to households?
To what extent are there mechanisms in place to ensure continuity of essential
food supplies in an emergency and during times of stress (e.g., imports from
major source of supply are disrupted / stopped)?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 1.5

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Livelihood support/Livelihood and Employment
Inclusive!labour!policies!

Description

This indicator considers the policies, standards and regulations
for the welfare of workers and equal access to employment
opportunities for all citizens. It also considers social support
mechanisms to provide financial support during times of
unemployment and hardship.

Scenario Relevance

After a disaster when industries and service companies are unable
to restart operations in short time or when their supplies are
disrupted
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are there labour policies and standards in place that effectively
promote employment conditions which are compliant to the laws?
To what is extent is there a public aid system that is inclusive for all workers
(dependent on need)?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 2.1

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Livelihood support/Livelihood and Employment
Skills!and!training!

Description

This indicator considers the availability and suitability of skills
programmes and initiatives, in order to either increase livelihood
potential, and the ability of the Community’s workforce to grow
and maintain skills relevant to a changing marketplace. This
indicator focuses on the skills needs of the individual, not on the
business.

Scenario Relevance

After a disaster when industries and service companies are unable
to restart operations in long time or when their supplies are
disrupted permanently or for a long time
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are there effective mechanisms in place for matching skills to
the current and emerging employment marketplace?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 2.2

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Livelihood support/Livelihood and Employment
Protection!of!livelihoods!after!a!shock!

Description

This indicator considers how individuals would be supported in
recovering their livelihoods following a shock event. It considers
support offered to small and medium-sized businesses operated
by Community residents.

Scenario Relevance

Most of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are households and businesses within the Community insured
against high risk hazards facing the Community?
To what extent are there mechanisms to provide emergency support to affected
households following a disaster?
To what extent are there mechanisms to provide emergency support to local,
small-and medium-sized businesses following a disaster?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 2.5

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health management / Effective safeguards to human health and life
Public!health!systems!

Description

This indicator considers the extent to which wider public health
services are in place.

Scenario Relevance

All of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are health risks monitored and controlled within the
Community?
To what extent are public health awareness and education programmes
implemented and extended to disadvantaged or vulnerable groups?
To what extent are programmes to address substance abuse and addiction
implemented

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 3.1

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health management / Effective safeguards to human health and life
Adequate!access!to!quality!healthcare!

Description

This indicator concerns the availability, affordability, quality and
sufficiency of day-to-day healthcare for all citizens.

Scenario Relevance

All of disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent do general healthcare services operate within capacity at all
times and provide adequate and affordable healthcare to all?
To what extent are healthcare services for non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
available and affordable to all?
To what extent are mental healthcare services affordable and accessible to all?
To what extent is effective maternal care and family planning available and
affordable to all?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 3.2

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health management / Effective safeguards to human health and life
Emergency response
Emergency!medical!resources!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers emergency medical resources beyond the
hospital front door. This includes the physical infrastructure,
equipment and personnel that form the emergency medical
resources of the Community (e.g., in emergency rooms / accident
and emergency rooms).
All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are emergency medical services adequately resourced to deal
with major events?
To what extent are emergency medical services adequately prepared to deal
with major events?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 3.3

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Health management / Effective safeguards to human health and life
Emergency response
Effective!emergency!response!services!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers the training and resourcing of emergency
response services, which include (but are not limited to)
firefighters, ambulance/ paramedics, coastguard, search and
rescue. The police service in its capacity to respond to
emergencies (blue-light responses) is also considered here
All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are the ambulance service adequately trained and resourced to
effectively respond to call-outs?
To what extent are the fire services adequately trained and resourced to
effectively respond to call-outs?
To what extent are police adequately trained and resourced to effectively
respond to call-outs?
To what extent is there an adequately trained, resourced and coordinated
official emergency response to manage major incidents and the immediate
aftermath of disasters?
To what extent does Community have mechanisms in place to mobilise critical
non-financial resources (people, equipment) for providing emergency response
and staple goods for subsequent relief (i.e. food and basic necessities) after a
disaster event?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 3.4

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Social harmonization/ Collective identity and community support
Local!community!support!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator concerns the top-down support provided by
Community government, other agencies and partners, and formal
networks to provide social and emotional support to individuals,
households and family units.

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

To what extent is help provided for vulnerable individuals who may not
otherwise have immediate social support?
To what extent is support provided within communities to strengthen family
units?
To what extent do local communities and community organisations provide an
additional avenue of immediate support for citizens?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 4.1
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Social harmonization/ Collective identity and community support
Cohesive!communities!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator concerns the relationships between communities
across the Community. It addresses harmony across different
communities and support for certain community groups which
might otherwise be disadvantaged or marginalised.

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!
!

To what extent are communities within the Community cohesive across
different racial and cultural groups?
To what extent is support provided to communities to empower disadvantaged
groups?
To what extent is support provided to communities to support young citizens?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 4.2

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Social harmonization/ Collective identity and community support
Strong!identity!and!culture!

Description

This indicator explores the sense of collective identity at the
Community-wide scale. It examines the extent to which a
Community spirit, culture and identity exists.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is there a sense of cohesive identity and culture within
communities and neighbourhoods across the Community?
To what extent is there a cohesive sense of Community-wide identity and
culture, in which all citizens feel a sense of belonging?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 4.3

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Social harmonization/ Collective identity and community support
Actively!engaged!citizens!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator evaluates if civil society is able to make a
difference and improve upon the shocks affecting a Community's
resilience. It is focused on bottom-up, grassroots participation, as
opposed to top-down engagement that the Community
government may implement.
Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are all parts of the population engaged with, and participating
in, matters affecting the Community?
To what extent does the private sector contribute to society and the spirit of
community within the Community?
To what extent are there strong networks of community-based organisations
across the Community to mobilise, organise and exchange knowledge?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 4.4

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Law enforcement/ Comprehensive security and rule of
law
Effective!systems!to!deter!crime!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers the exposure of citizens and businesses
to crime, and whether the Community has systems to reduce the
criminal behaviour, preventing crime from happening, helping
offenders and affected parties reconcile, and reducing
recidivisms.
Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!!
!

To what extent do preventative programmes play a role in tackling crime and
violence within the Community?
To what extent are there mechanisms in place within the Community to
facilitate the rehabilitation and reintegration of people with criminal
convictions?
To what extent does the Community promote an urban environment designed
to deter crime and violence?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 5.1
United Nations “Rule of law indicators – implementation guide
and project tools”
Australian Government “Evaluating crime prevention: lessons
from large-scale community crime prevention Programs”
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Law enforcement/ Comprehensive security and rule of
law
Proactive!corruption!prevention!

Description

This indicator considers whether there are mechanisms to ensure
that systems of just conduct are effective, address corruption at
all levels within the Community, its government and its officials.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are corruptions within the Community government adequately
addressed?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 5.2
United Nations “Rule of law indicators – implementation guide
and project tools”
United Nations “Prevention: An Effective Tool to Reduce
Corruption”
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Law enforcement/ Comprehensive security and rule of
law
Competent!policing!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers whether mechanisms are in place to
ensure a comprehensive and contextually appropriate approach to
law enforcement. This indicator does not consider the emergency
response services provided by the police after a shock event,
Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is policing and criminal investigation in the Community
effective?
To what extent are security forces available to enforce order in the Community
following a disaster?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 5.3
United Nations “Rule of law indicators – implementation guide
and project tools”
United Nations “Prevention: An Effective Tool to Reduce
Corruption”
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Law enforcement/ Comprehensive security and rule of
law
Accessible!criminal!and!civil!justice!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers the transparency, accessibility, fairness
and effectiveness of the criminal and civil justice systems within
a Community. In small Communities this indicator could be not
applicable due to absence of judiciary structures.
Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is the criminal justice system timely and effective?
To what extent is there an effective civil justice system?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 5.4
United Nations “Rule of law indicators – implementation guide
and project tools”
United Nations “Prevention: An Effective Tool to Reduce
Corruption”
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Educational services/ Comprehensive educational services
Educational!services!resources!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers the extent of educational services in
terms of number and type of school, their integration in the
community. Building and infrastructure are considered in
technical dimension
Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent are educational services present in the Community?
To what extent are educational services integrated in the community life?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
NIST- Special Publication 1190-Community Resilience Planning
Guide for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems -volume IIOctober 2015
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 5.1 Education Facilities
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 7.1 Education and Awareness 7.2 Training

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Educational services/ Comprehensive educational services
Educational!services!emergency!

Description

Scenario Relevance

This indicator considers the needs of educational services in
terms of recovery time in case of disruptive event. The possibility
of using educational service infrastructure to help recovery is also
considered.
All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

What is the maximum recovery time to avoid major impact on students’
learning?
In case of disaster that does not involve some educational services to what
extent are these services prepared to cooperate during the emergency?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
NIST- Special Publication 1190-Community Resilience Planning
Guide for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems -volume IIOctober 2015
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 5.1 Education Facilities
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 7.1 Education and Awareness 7.2 Training

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Educational services/ Comprehensive prevention programmes
Information and Knowledge
Programmes!for!awareness!and!preparedness!of!the!population!

Description

This indicator considers the needs for information and training
for preparedness of the population. Students are considered
separately

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!

To what extent is awareness to emergency and disaster resilience among the
population?
To what extent is preparedness to emergency and disaster resilience among the
population?
To what extent are developed programmes for awareness and preparedness of
the generic public?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 5.1 Education Facilities
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 7.1 Education and Awareness 7.2 Training

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Educational services/ Comprehensive prevention programmes
Training!for!preparedness!for!students!

Description

This indicator considers the needs for information and training
for preparedness of the students at all school levels.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is preparedness to emergency and disaster resilience taught at
school?
To what extent is established communication among families and school on
emergency and disaster resilience?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 5.1 Education Facilities
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 7.1 Education and Awareness 7.2 Training

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Educational services/ Comprehensive prevention programmes
Information and Knowledge
Training!for!the!population!

Description

This indicator considers the needs for information and training
for the population.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is training to emergency and disaster resilience taught to the
general public?
To what extent programmes for districts (boroughs, municipalities, etc.) are
established?
To what extent communication among local authorities and the general public
on emergency and disaster resilience is programmed?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 5.1 Education Facilities
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- 7.1 Education and Awareness 7.2 Training

!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Heritage
Cultural!assets!census/!Heritage!vulnerability!

Description

This indicator evaluates the existence of the heritage and cultural
assets census. It explores also the vulnerability of these assets.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is there a detailed census of cultural and heritage assets?
To what extent is there an evaluation of the heritage and cultural assets
vulnerability?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index- - ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation-Vol. 2;
Vol.4; Vol.6
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Heritage
Prevention!and!recovery!

Description

This indicator explores the extent to which prevention and
recovery plans exist for heritage and cultural assets.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – Recovery All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

!
!

To what extent is there a detailed plan for disaster prevention for heritage and
cultural assets?
To what extent is there a plan to move mobile cultural assets in case of
disaster?
To what extent is there a plan to recovery fixed heritage and cultural assets
(buildings, ruins, frescos, big statues, marble columns, etc.) in case of disaster?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index- - ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation-Vol. 2;
Vol.4; Vol.6
!
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Heritage
Prevention!and!recovery!/collective!identity!

Description

This indicator explores the sense of collective identity contributes
to prevention and recovery of heritage and cultural assets.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention - Recovery All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

To what extent the Community can contribute to disaster prevention for
heritage and cultural assets?
To what extent the Community can contribute to recovering after a disruptive
event affecting heritage and cultural assets?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index- - ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation-Vol. 2;
Vol.4; Vol.6

!
!

!
%

%
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Environment Management
Running!waters!control!

Description

This indicator looks at the extent of the control of running waters
(rivers, creeks, etc.) in order to prevent and contrast flooding. Its
application depends on the results of risk analysis.

Scenario Relevance

Relevant for some disaster scenarios (windstorm, snow,
rainstorm, flooding, tsunami, etc.);
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent does the community monitor the state of running waters?
To what extent are the plans to prevent and contrast the danger of flooding?

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 7.1,7.2

!
!

!

Indicator’s score
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Community Resilience Cooperative and Societal Dimension
Environment Management
Landslides!control!

Description

This indicator looks at the extent of the controls of landslides. Its
application depends on the results of risk analysis.

Scenario Relevance

Relevant for some disaster scenarios (earthquake, windstorm,
rainstorm, flooding, etc.);
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

To what extent does the community monitor the state of terrains, especially
those with steep slope?
To what extent are the plans to prevent and contrast the danger of landslide?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 7.1,7.2

!

%

%
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7 Community!Economic!Dimension!Resilience!Indicators!
Foreword%%
Economic sustainability extends to household level, the city level and beyond. The private sector
also must be ready to cope with calamity through risk management and business continuity plan
setting up.
The primary short-term focus is the re-establishment of a viable supply chain for primary staples as
food, carburant, drinking water, but immediately after, the focus shifts to the restart of all local
economic activities, returning people to their normal work routine.
This will also contribute to safeguard the wellbeing of human resources. Besides these actions are
recommended preventive interventions to acquire the integration of local economy at regional,
national and international level.
Fundamental to a resilient economy is that the communities have a degree of financial
independence, so they can invest in infrastructures and respond quickly to shocks and stresses; in
the same time they must be able to quickly obtain funding by government in case of major disaster.
According to a study, four questions could be addressed: resilience of what (to which community
does resilience apply?), to what (what disturbances is the community experiencing?), for whom
(who are the beneficiaries?) and for what (for what identity or goal does resilience aim in the
future?)27. In our model we consider only the first three questions when the answer to the forth one
is more accurately declined into Functions and Objectives. The first question (resilience of what?)
can be solved by reference to resilience of the community economy as a system of production,
distribution and consumption of supplies and services within a border line. The second question
(resilience to what?) can be answered by resilience to disturbances that are essential in their scope
of sound effects, abrupt, like disaster or economic crises, or gradually, like demographic
transformation. The third question (resilience for whom?) can be referred to resilience for the
community economy as a whole, maintaining the functioning of the overall local economy. To help
answer these questions, indicators of the Community Economic Sustainability referred to the
following Objectives have been considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency spending capability
Diverse economic base
Supportive financing mechanisms
Attractive business environment
Strong integration with regional and global economies
Comprehensive business continuity planning
Dynamic local business development and innovation
Financial services
Administrative continuity

Emergency spending capability and diverse economic base give elements to answer of what
Community as a system must have to be resilient. The resilience to disturbances, the second
question (to what), can be addressed by a diverse economic base that can moreover absorb the
impact of sector-based shocks, with also supportive financing mechanism and attractive business
environment. The proper functioning of the local economy (resilience for whom) is based on strong
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27!Huong

Dinh, Leonie Pearson “Specifying community economic resilience – a framework for measurement”
Australian Journal of regional Studies, Vol. 21, No. 3, 2015
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integration with regional and global economies, comprehensive business continuity planning and
dynamic local business development and innovation. Finally, financial services and administrative
continuity are essential to achieve the overall Objective of preserving a non-declining economic
standards of living , through their contribution to the responses to the three questions.

!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability

Emergency Spending Capability!

Scenario Relevance

This indicator concerns the community budget and how well this
is managed. It considers revenue streams, deficit and emergency
planning and contingency budgets.
Prevention- All disaster scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent the Community has a strong public budget, with sums available
for emergency spending?
To what extent are Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) planning and activities
adequately resourced and to what extent are there mechanisms in place to
provide adequate and rapid funding sources to the community government for
emergency response?

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
Community Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference GuideARUP-Rockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 6.1
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- Create Financing and Incentives

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability
Diverse!economic!base!

Description

This indicator explores the diversity of the businesses and sectors
operating within the community. A diverse economic base
minimises a community’s reliance on a single industry and helps
to reduce the vulnerability of the community’s economy to
disruption from stress or failure of any given industry or large
employer. A diverse economy can absorb the impacts of sectorbased shocks without major impact on the community’s revenue
streams.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention- All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

To what extent does the community have a diverse local economy?
To what extent does the community have a stable economic base?
To what extent does the community have a productive local economy?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
Community Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference GuideARUP-Rockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 6.3
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- Create Financing and Incentives

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability
Supportive!financing!mechanisms!
Description

This indicator considers the existing mechanisms to prevent
reduce the impact of shocks and long-term stresses on
livelihoods.
Scenario Relevance

Prevention- All disaster scenarios recovery
Evaluation Method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent is there access to credit to support small businesses and
individual livelihoods from the financial market?
To what extent are there mechanism to provide emergency support to affected
households following a disaster?
To what extent are there mechanisms to provide emergency support to local,
small-and medium-sized businesses following a disaster?

Indicator’s Score

Sources/References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 2.4

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability
Attractive!business!environment!

Scenario Relevance

This indicator explores the extent to which the Community can
attract external investment. This is achieved through an effective
strategy, skills workforce and accommodating business
environment. The result is a stronger economy able to better
address prominent Community stresses such as poverty and
unemployment. This is especially critical following a shock event
where businesses may have been affected and could consider
relocating – resulting in both a contraction of economic growth
and loss of revenue to the Community and employment
opportunities for residents.
Prevention- All disaster scenarios recovery

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent does the business environment attract diverse inward
investment?
To what extent is the Community seen as a good place to do business?
To what extent can businesses access a skilled work base to meet their needs?
Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
Community Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference GuideARUP-Rockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 6.4
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
NIST- Special Publication 1190-Community Resilience Planning
Guide for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems -volume IIOctober 2015
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- Create Financing and Incentives

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability

Strong integration with regional and global economies!
Description

This indicator considers how connected the community’s
economy is with the wider economy (regional, national,
international). A wide-ranging and diverse trade and investment
network also helps minimise the vulnerability of the community’s
economic supply chain to the impacts of shock and stresses
within the community and beyond the community.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention- All disaster scenarios recovery
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

To what extent does the community have strong, integrated economic
relationships with other cities and regions?
To what extent is the community economy competitive?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
Community Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference GuideARUP-Rockfeller Foundation (March 2016) 6.5
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- Create Financing and Incentives

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability

Comprehensive business continuity planning!

Scenario Relevance

This indicator concerns the preparedness of businesses,
particularly those that are important to the community economy,
to adapt to change and continue to function following a shock.
This indicator considers also emergency support that may be
offered to small businesses to maintain personal livelihoods
following a shock event.
Prevention- All disaster scenarios

Evaluation method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent has the Community identified the business sectors that will be
critical to the continuity of community functions?
To what extent has the Community implemented initiatives to ensure that these
critical private sector firms have developed adequate business continuity
plans?
To what extent has the Community implemented initiatives to ensure to small
businesses to maintain personal livelihoods?
To what extent have comprehensive business continuity plans been created and
updated by disadvantaged or vulnerable economic sectors (e.g., small and
medium-sized businesses (SMEs), minority business enterprises (MBEs))?
Indicator’s score

Sources / References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
Community Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference GuideARUP-Rockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 6.2
IFRC-Characteristics of a Safe and Resilient CommunityCommunity Based Disaster Risk Reduction Study-214986-00 |
Issue | 29 September 2011
NIST- Special Publication 1190-Community Resilience Planning
Guide for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems -volume IIOctober 2015
UNISDR-Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities-Version 1.5,
March 10th, 2014- Create Financing and Incentives

!
!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability
Dynamic!local!business!development!and!innovation!

Description

This indicator considers the availability of livelihood and
employment opportunities for Community residents, including
opportunities created through entrepreneurial activities and
business start-ups.

Scenario Relevance

After a disaster when industries and service companies are unable
to restart operations or when their supplies are disrupted
permanently or for a long time
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

Indicator’s score

Sources / References

To what extent is there an adaptable and inclusive local business environment
across the Community?
To what extent is entrepreneurship fostered within the Community and support
available for small business start-ups?
To what extent are there mechanisms in place to promote procurement
practices that support local businesses?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
City Resilience Index-Inside the CRI: Reference Guide- ARUPRockefeller Foundation (March 2016) 2.3

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Economic sustainability
Financial!Services!

Scenario Relevance

Financial services are the economic services that ensures the
Community has access to sources of funding when needed
Prevention- All disaster scenarios recovery

Evaluation Method(s)

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Description

To what extent does the Community have access to financial services?
To what extent does the Community participate to the promotion of saving and
credit initiatives?
To what extent does the financial institutions ensure cash transfer to rebuild
infrastructures and services after a crisis?
To what extent does the Community can diversify sources of income and
invest in their business?
Indicator’s Score

Sources/References

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).
William Hooke - Living on the Real World
http://www.livingontherealworld.org/
Alexis Bonte, Fao Regional Coordinator - Caissès de resilience
http://www.fao.org/publications/card/en/c/2067d815-364f-4ef1b179-95d4ea438116/

!
!

!
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Community Resilience Economic Dimension
Administration
Administrative!Continuity!
Description

Administration department is backbone of an organization. An effective
administrator is an asset to an organization. He or she is the link between an
organization's various departments and ensures the smooth flow of information
from one part to the other. Thus without an effective administration, an
organization would not run professionally and smoothly.
Prevention- All disaster scenarios recovery

Scenario Relevance

To what extent the administrators are able:
Evaluation
Method(s)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Indicator’s Score

Sources/References

to enhance the office staff’s ability to manage and organize office effectively and
professionally?
to develop an appropriate office management strategy?
to develop administrative procedures?
to plan and control administrative budget?
to recognize the value of resilience to the individual, household, community?
to bolster support for preparedness and response, and enable better anticipation of
disasters and their consequences?

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the resilience
evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium or adequate, 4= high,
5= very high).
Pankaj Mishra “Effective Role Of Administration In An Organization”
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140714095925-34031211-effective-role-ofadministration-in-an-organization
Committee on Increasing National Resilience
to Hazards and Disasters “Disaster Resilience: A National Imperative” The
National Academies Press http://dels.nas.edu/Report/Disaster-ResilienceNational-Imperative/13457?_ga=1.32149502.1745634831.1485625723

!

!
!
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8 Community!Organizational!Dimension!Resilience!Indicators!!
Foreword%
The following organizational resilience indicators are based on the ARUP-Rockfeller Foundation
indicators28 and on the ISO proposals for management system standards “High Level Structure”29.
In order to measure how satisfactory is the treatment of the organizational dimension of resilience,
we adopt the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) levels indicator30. Maturity levels
provide a method that enables to compare the organization's capability to others and to itself over
time. CMMI, as shown in the figure below, provides 5 maturity levels: Initial, Managed, Defined,
Quantitatively Managed and Optimizing.

Figure 15. CMMI Maturity Levels
Source: ISACA-CMMI Maturity Levels
!
!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28!City
29

Resilience Index - The Rockefeller Foundation - ARUP
ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. Consolidated ISO Supplement 2015 —Procedures specific to ISO- Annex SL- Proposals
for management system standards - Appendix 2- High level structure, identical core text, common terms and core
definitions;
30
http://www.isaca.org/knowledge-center/blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=667!!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Effective Leadership and Management
!

Appropriate!government!decision`making!

Description

Capability to perform an inclusive and integrated decisionmaking process

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent there is a transparent, inclusive and integrated government
decision-making process ?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
!
!
!

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Effective Leadership and Management
!

Effective!co`ordination!with!other!government!bodies!

Description

Integrated and flexible communication between all the
Government bodies

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

!

To what extent there is an integrated and flexible communication and
collaboration between city, state and national government?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Effective Leadership and Management
!

Proactive!multi`stakeholder!collaboration!

Description

Inclusion of all interested parties in the decision making process

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!

To what extent there is an inclusive and constructive collaboration between all
actors involved in the Community decision-making process?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Effective Leadership and Management
!

Comprehensive!hazard!monitoring!and!risk!assessment!

Description

Presence of an effective Risk Management process

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!

To what extent has been put in place an effective systems to monitor potential
hazards and assess risk?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Effective Leadership and Management
!

Comprehensive!government!emergency!management!

Description

Capacity of community leaders to manage effectively emergency
management

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent there is a Community leadership that has sufficient capacity
and flexibility to effectively manage emergencies?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
!
!
!
!

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Empowered stakeholders
!

Adequate!education!for!all!

Description

Quality and pervasiveness of education provided

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent an affordable, quality education is provided for all?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
!
!
!
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Empowered stakeholders
!

Widespread!community!awareness!and!preparedness!
Awareness and preparedness process put in place

Description

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Scenario Relevance

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!
!

To what extent an inclusive efforts to build public awareness of risks has been
put in place?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Empowered stakeholders
!

Effective!mechanisms!for!communities!to!engage!with!government!
Communication process between Government and citizens

Description

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Scenario Relevance

Possible questions to be evaluated:
To what extent there is an inclusive, integrated and transparent mechanisms for
communication and coordination between the Community government and
citizens?

Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Integrated development planning
!

Comprehensive!community!monitoring!and!data!management!

Description

Monitoring and analysis process of relevant data

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!

To what extent is performed a regular monitoring and analysis of relevant data
undertaken to inform community planning and strategies?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Integrated development planning
!

Consultative!planning!process!

Description

Planning Policies and strategies

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!
!
!

To what extent there is a transparent and inclusive process to develop planning
policies and strategies?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Integrated development planning
!

Appropriate!land!use!and!zoning!

Description

Appropriate land use and zone planning criteria

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent there is an integrated and flexible land use and zoning plans
that ensure appropriate development of the community?

!
!
!
!

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Integrated development planning
!

Robust!planning!approval!process!

Description

Planning approval process consistent with planning policy and
strategy

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

To what extent there is a transparent, robust planning approval mechanisms,
consistent with planning policy and strategy?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

City Resilience Index- ARUP-Rockefeller Foundation

!
!
!
!
!

!

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Management System
!

Description

Scenario Relevance

Context!of!the!organization!

The Community shall determine external and internal issues that
affect its ability to achieve the intended outcomes of its
Resilience management system. In particular:
• understand the needs and expectations of interested parties
• determine the scope and determining the boundaries and
applicability of the Resilience management system

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

• To what extent a robust process of internal and external analysis of the
context is performed?
• To what extent the stakeholders expectations on resilience are taken into
account?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Management System
!

Leadership!

Description

Competent institutions and Community’s top management shall:
• demonstrate leadership and commitment with respect to the
Resilience management system and his objectives
• establish a sound Resilience overall Policy/Regulation that is
appropriate to the purpose of the Community.
• ensure that the responsibilities and authorities for relevant roles
are assigned and communicated within the Community.

Scenario Relevance

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

• To what extent Community management demonstrate commitment to
resilience’s objectives?
• To what extent are available robust resilience's Policies and Regulations?
• To what extent responsibilities and authorities for relevant resilience's roles
are assigned?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Management System
!

Planning!
When planning for the Resilience management system, the
Community shall:
•
•

Description

takes proper actions to address risks and opportunities
establishes appropriate Resilience’s objectives and
planning to achieve them

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Scenario Relevance

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!
!

To what extent an adequate planning process is performed taking into account
risk and opportunities?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
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Community Resilience Organization Dimension
Management System
!

Support!
The Community shall:

Description

Scenario Relevance

• determine and provide the resources needed for the
establishment, implementation, maintenance and continual
improvement of the Resilience management system,
• determine the necessary competence that affects its
Resilience performance ensuring that these persons are
competent on the basis of appropriate education, training, or
experience,
• provide that Persons doing work under the Community’s
control shall be aware of the Resilience Policy/Regulation
and of the importance of their contribution to the
effectiveness of management system,
• determine the internal and external communications relevant
to the Resilience management system.
Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent are provided adequate resources and competences to reach the
resilience’s objectives and make people informed and aware of importance to
contribute to the overall effort?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Management System
!

Operation!

The Community shall:
Description

•
•

Scenario Relevance

plan, implement and control the processes needed to
implement the actions to address risks and opportunities
control planned changes and review the consequences of
unintended changes, taking action to mitigate any adverse
effects, as necessary.

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

To what extent the actions to reach the resilience objectives are planned,
implemented, controlled and when necessary updated?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
!
!
!
!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension
Management System
!

Performance!Evaluation!
The Community shall:
• determine what and when needs to be monitored and
measured
• determine the methods for monitoring, measurement,
analysis and evaluation, to ensure valid result,
• evaluate the performance and the effectiveness of the
Resilience management system,
• conduct audits at planned intervals to provide information
on whether the Resilience management system is
effectively implemented and maintained.
Competent institutions and Community’s top management shall
• review the Community’s Resilience management system,
at planned intervals, to ensure its continuing suitability,
adequacy and effectiveness.

Description

Prevention – All disaster scenarios

Scenario Relevance

Possible questions to be evaluated:
Evaluation method(s)

!
!

To what extent the resilience management system’s performance are
evaluated?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
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Community Resilience Organizational Dimension

Management System
!

Improvement!
The Community shall:
•

Description

•

Scenario Relevance

react to the problems raised in the implementation step
and treat nonconformities taking appropriate correction
actions and if necessary, make changes to the Resilience
Management System,
continually improve the suitability, adequacy and
effectiveness of the Resilience management system.

Prevention – All disaster scenarios
Possible questions to be evaluated:

Evaluation method(s)

to what extent an continuous resilience management system’s improvement
process has been put in place ?

Indicator’s score

CMMI Scale 1 to 5 attributed by the expert in charge for the
resilience evaluation (e.g. 1=none or very low, 2=low, 3=medium
or adequate, 4= high, 5= very high).

Sources / References

ISO proposals for management system standards - High Level
Structure

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX(A!
9 Glossary!of!Key!Terms!!
Foreword
This Appendix sets out the meaning of certain words and concepts, which are used throughout the
Document, with the purpose to enable the reader to better read and understand the contents of
Document.
Resilience%
As shown in Figure 16, resilience refers to the fact that a system always tends to reach a new
equilibrium status after a disruptive event.

Figure 16. Components of Resilience and the Timing of an Adverse Event

!

(Carlson ed al. 2012)31

Community%
In this Guide, Community refers to an entity designated by geographical boundaries that functions
under the jurisdiction of a governance structure, such as a town, city, or county. It is in these places
that most people live, work, play, and build their futures. Each community has its own identity
based on location, history, leadership, population, and available resources.
Assets%
The complex of means to accomplish a specific objective and over which the community have
ownership and/or control and/or usage. They can be human, physical, environmental, financial,
social or political.
Qualities%
The characteristic of the assets to ensure the community resilience, like to be robust, fair, multiple,
flexible, able to safe failure, redundant and well located.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31!ANL/DIS-12-1,

Carlson et al. 2012, Resilience: Theory and Applications.!
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Dimension%%
A specific viewpoint for organizing the different community factors (e.g. technical, social,
economic, organizational).
Features%%
In a community they are the different properties to be evaluated to get a perception of the ability of
the community to adapt to change, to self organize, to find quick and clever ways to overcome
difficulties. They are grouped homogeneously into several dimensions. Aspects of the features may
be direct or may include other factors that could indirectly affect them (dependency).
Indicator%
A measure, defined at the proper abstraction level with resilience features in mind, able to be used
in evaluating the resilience level of a community.
Access%
It is the possibility that all members have to participate in community life regardless of their race,
culture and physical qualities.
Buildings%
The structures that house community constituents and social institutions.
Business%Continuity%
The capability of a community to continue delivery of products and services.
Communications%and%information%systems%
All systems that permit all types of communication services and diffusion of information.
Social%Institutions%
A social institution refers to established sequence of rule-governed behaviour. It is a complex,
standardized set of social norms designed with the aim of preserving a primary societal value.
Social institutions include the family, religion, and education, political and economic institutions.
Resilient%Community%Requirements%
The above characteristics are reflected in the manner in which a Resilient Community deals with
the requirements of organized society. For instance, all Communities have a Requirement for
Security. A Resilient Community is able to satisfy this requirement also during and after a
catastrophic event, through organization, shared knowledge, ability to connect and communicate,
resilient infrastructures. Requirements are satisfied by “services”, or Community Functions, some
of which are under the span of control of the Community, some of which are not. For instance the
Requirement for Security is satisfied by the Law Enforcement service/function.
Community%Functions%
Community Functions (services) are the fabric of a community, and represent its added value to its
Citizen and Social and Business organizations. Functions are performed by Organizations, which
use some specific Processes, People and Knowledge (Data), and leverage a specific (Critical)
Infrastructure. Each one of these elements (Processes, People, Knowledge) may be dependent also
from other Critical Infrastructures for its correct functioning. For example, Law Enforcement is
provided by Local and National Police, which use crime-prevention and crime-investigation
processes, policemen and other employees, investigation-support systems, and leverages the Law
Enforcement Critical Infrastructure. The well-being of a Community depends of course from many
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factors (for instance a right balance between job offerings and skilled labour), but because this study
is aiming only to Resiliency to disaster-scale events, it focus only on those functions which are
relevant in such an occurrence.
Key%Assets%in%an%Emergency%
Community Functions are a rather broad categorizations of the Community capabilities in the event
of a disaster. In fact, in such an event, some Key Assets will be more important than others to
provide the satisfaction of social Requirements. Following our Law-Enforcement example, in the
event of an earthquake, assets related to the prevention of pillage and to maintaining order will be
more important than white-collar crime investigation capabilities.
Critical%Infrastructures%
Critical Infrastructures are either in direct support of a Resilient Community Key Function or in
support of a primary need (like water and electric power). In our example, Law Enforcement
depends from the availability of local police offices, prisons, communication and computer
facilities, vehicles. In addition, Law Enforcement capabilities may be severely reduced in the event
of complete failure of the Power and/or the Communication Infrastructures, or in the event of
closure of a large number of Roads.
Disruptive%/%Catastrophic%Event%
Community Resiliency cannot be generic, as there are too many events and too different in their
outcomes for a territory to be capable of withstanding all of them. Each Community will have to
pick up, using likelihood and history as well as its own characteristics, the list of event it want to be
resilient to, and their relative intensity. As an example, a Community in a mountain area which has
a history of seismicity and a relevant number of old and historic buildings will select to consider
earthquakes and major landslides as the type of catastrophic events it needs to be prepared to.
Risk%analysis%
The steps take to individuate potential disruptive events, probabilities they may occur and
consequential damages and economical loss.
Risk%management%
It is the process aimed at reducing risk trough the planning and implementation of protective
measures.
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